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SUMMIT 2019

Leadership In A Complex World: 

Harnessing Untapped Potential

Participant INFO SHEET

Contains information about each Overseas Host University

AND Singapore Leg for STEP AUS 2019!

 

         1. Hindu College (India)

2. Universitas Airlangga (Indonesia)

3. Seoul National University (S.Korea)

4. Zhejiang University (China)

5. Chulalongkorn University (Thailand)

[* Singapore Leg is compulsory for all participants]

         

National University of Singapore 



 PARTICIPANT journey

ALL Participants have to attend

1. At least ONE Overseas Leg in any  of the Overseas Host Universities

AND 

2. Singapore Leg at the National University of Singapore

AUS consists of 2 different legs: the Overseas Leg, hosted by

our Overseas Host Universities (OHUs), and the Singapore Leg,

hosted by the AUS 2019 Organising Committee. Our group of

participants will be split up to attend different overseas legs,

before all congregating in Singapore for the Singapore Leg.



[Important] please take note
1. [Cost] Participants only pay for Airfare + VISA (if needed)

and we cover the rest! 

 

2. Dates and themes of overseas legs are subject to changes.

The organising committee will update you accordingly if any of

such changes are made.

 

3. Participants should partake in both overseas and local legs.

While attendance during the Singapore Leg is compulsory,

appeals to be excused from the overseas leg will be handled

on a case-by-case basis. Please approach the organising

committee if you have any of such queries

 

4. Upon your application being approved by your home

university, please adhere to these deadlines:

 

22nd April 2019 - 30th April 2019

- Official registration with AUS Organising Committee in

Singapore

- Indication of preferences for overseas leg 

(The registration link will be sent to you upon the AUS

Committee receiving the approved applications from your home

universities)

 

6th May 2019 (TBC)

- Release of results of all registered participants for 

AUS 2019 

- Results of Overseas Leg allocation



Hindu college (INdia)
When: 30th June - 6th July 2019

Theme: Cultural and Environmental Resources

 

Nationalities which require VISA:

South Korean, Indonesian, Chinese, Thai,

Cambodian, Filipino, Malaysian

Culture carries the rich past with the fullness of present and still manages

to remain open for a future with new possibilities. This capacity of culture

is realised more concretely in its resources. It is important to discover what

and why parts of culture have receded into the background making the

tapping of its potential difficult or impossible. Similarly, what and why has

not yet become acceptable so that its due potential could be easily

realised. 

 

From there on we could take up the question of environmental resources

that surpasses the traditional compass of culture and leads us into

planetary and glocal concerns and search for solutions. We are facing a

new kind of crisis which forces us to think afresh about cultural traditions,

industrial modalities and importantly the local and the global given that

concerns about the environment are seen primarily as an outcome of the

modern industrial era.

(please check http://tinyurl.com/VisasIndia for more formation)



universitas airlangga (indonesia)
When: 8th - 12th July 2019

Theme: Technological

advancement and leadership 

 The 21st century is an era of rapid technological change. However, have you

ever wondered what implications that might have on leadership? Universitas

Airlangga's programme explores the technological advancement's impact on

the quality of leadership. Technology has created new breed of leaders with

unique characteristics. As much as we are very intertwined with the usage of

technology, we might sometimes neglect the important considerations that

come along with it - such as cyber law. Universitas Airlangga's programme

also consists of many site visits to places such as the Command Center of

Surabaya - Headquarter of Tuupai Start-up -, visit to Kampung Genteng

Candirejo and even a class on Gamelan - Indonesia's traditional musical

instrument.

Nationalities which require VISA:

 None of the countries

 (please check http://tinyurl.com/VisasIndo

for more information)



SEOul national university (S.Korea)

Seoul National University’s theme is focused on the untapped potential of

peacebuilding measures. Since the end of the Korean War, South Korea has

initiated efforts to seek national reconciliation with North Korea. Such

peacebuilding measures tap on South Korea’s expertise to explore new ways

to build peace. From the summit, participants can expect to learn more about

South Korea’s journey to building peace and gain insights about how

peacebuilding is done, by understanding its challenges and related

mediations.

Theme: Peacebuilding 

 

When: 3rd - 8th July 2019

Nationalities which require VISA:

Indian, Indonesian, Chinese,

Cambodian, Filipino,

(please check http://tinyurl.com/VisasKorea for more

information)



zhejiang university (china)

When: 3rd - 8th June 2019

This overseas leg focuses on new technologies that can help to build a better

city and save resources.With cities increasingly becoming the place where

most of the world’s population is concentrated at, there is an increasing

demand for many resources to be better utilized, including energy, spaces,

information and human resources. Technological development allows for the

utilization of a greater number of such untapped resources. For instance, with

scientific design and high-tech materials, architects can make better use of

solar energy or other renewable energies to build zero energy consumption

buildings. The programme involves experiencing what role new technologies

play in exploring untapped potential and have a better understanding of

building and designing efficient, eco-friendly and sustainable cities. 

Theme: Sustainable Cities 

 

Nationalities which require VISA:

Indian, Indonesian, Cambodian,

Filipinos, Thai, Malaysian, South Korean, 

(please check http://tinyurl.com/VisasChina

for more information)



chulalongkorn university (thailand)

When: 16th - 22nd June 2019

Theme: Tapping on the ageing population

 An ageing population is often associated as a negative phenomenon.

However, what if we were to change our perspectives and see the elderly

population as a great source of untapped potential instead? Chulalongkorn

University's programme aims to explore this question and delve deeper into

uncovering the possibilities that lies with a changing society structure in

Thailand. Their programme consists of interesting site visits to places such as

Sawangkanives - a living space designed for retirement of elderly - and

Yannawa Elderly School - a learning institution targeted at the older

population. Participants will be able to gain rich insights into the Thailand

changing population demographics and the innovations that have popped up

to make the best of that.

Nationalities which require VISA:

Indian, Filipinos, South Korean, Chinese,

Cambodian

(please check http://tinyurl.com/VisasThailand

for more information)



NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE

When: 14th - 21st July 2019

Theme: Creating Sustainable Synergies

 The focus of the Singapore leg is on the novel connections that can be

created between different entities (which can be organisations, communities,

sectors and more). The “potential” here is not any particular area or section of

society, but of these connections which have not been realized yet (or not

been established to their full potential). Finding and forging such connections

can lead to the mutual benefit of everyone involved, where the whole is

greater than the sum of its parts (synergy). In essence, the Singapore leg will

focus on solutions which involve collaborations that are sustainable.

 

Our vision for this year’s Singapore programme is to offer a different aspect to

the overarching idea of tapping into potential. While the overseas legs explore

potential for growth in specific sectors, the Singapore leg looks at how

different sectors and entities can

come together to unlock new possibilities. 

Nationalities which require VISA:

Please check https://tinyurl.com/VisasSingapore

for more formation

** The Singapore Leg is COMPULSORY for all
participants to attend



If you have any queries, please contact

@AUS_Participant on Telegram or email us at

info@aus-usp.com

@uscaus@asianundergraduatesummit


